Privacy Policy

1) This privacy policy is framed by The Legal Entity Identifier India Limited hereinafter
referred to as “LEIL” for its website providing legal entity identifier (LEI) services. This
website collects information from the user of this website when the user visits or registers
to use the website (portal name) for LEI services offered by LEIL. The information
means the personal or financial information collected by LEIL in the process of offering
its LEI Services. Such information collected by the LEIL may be used by LEIL as and
when may be required. If the user of this website disagrees with any aspect of this
privacy of cookie policy the user is requested to stop using the website.
2) This Privacy Policy applies to the user whether the website is used only for browsing
content without using login facility or the user has registered to use the Website and has
logged in using login facility.
3) The entity information collected by the online application on this website, shall be used
by the LEIL for administration and to provide services as per the guidelines given by the
Regulator and the appropriate authorities (national or international).
4) The information submitted by the user of this Site may be published as a public
information as a requirement of law or as the directions/guidelines given by the Regulator
or the appropriate authority.
5) Internet browser has a feature called cookies. The cookies are small text files created on
computer of website visitors which store information such as username, user's personal
information, preferences for web pages, browsing session information, duration of visit of
site etc. Some sites make use of the cookies. Generally, this information is used by
websites to monitor website traffic and performance. This is also used for market
research and to understand how frequently visitors use websites, what are their
preferences, which are most popular pages etc. Our website does not collect or use
cookies files created on visitors computer.
6) The users are bound by this privacy policy as soon as you enter the website.
7) The Privacy policy may be subject to changes as and when deemed fit by the LEIL.

